Career Opportunities at the Nest

18 May 2022

JOIN A MODERN &
GROWING NURSERY
Like-minded people | Rewarding work | Fast opportunities for progression

We do we exist?
We started a nursery so that
parents had a home from
home for their children while
they went to work.
To have a nursery that
understands what London life
is like, embraces diversity and
adapts continually.

Where are we going?
Our aim is to build a small
group of unique and exciting
high-quality nurseries.

ECS/EYTS role opportunities

We are comfortable
experimenting with new
lessons and approaches and
welcome new ideas from all
our team.

Congratulations for getting through an intense year of study.
Lot’s of placements, new children and new experiences to
manage. Now you’ve balanced that with the added burden of
coursework, I imagine you are probably in need of a summer
break and may welcome a new challenge later in the year.

What this could
mean for you?

What we o er to you:

How good we are as a nursery
is primarily driven by good our
people are.

• Opportunities for fast progression

We set high standards as we
have capable people and want
everyone to work towards the
same goal.

• All training fully-funded, from degrees to Forest School

• A Salary that recognises the value of your quali cation

• Diverse roles, built around your skillset
• Health Insurance / Cycle-to-work scheme

• Discounted childcare and team bonding socials
• 3 paid INSET days per year

With our expansion, senior
positions will be made are
available regularly to high
performers.
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Growth at a sensible pace
Our style of growth is careful and steady. This is how you develop a good thing. You put time and
e ort in to it and don’t expect immediately perfect results. We work hard at making it great.
Our new nursery will be a great place to work. It will look similar to the above sketch, have a
dedicated sta area, a professional kitchen and will be located on the river in an established
attractive development.

We are hiring for the fo owing positions:
• Deputy Manager (£30k+)
• Third in Charge (£27k-30k)
• Room Leader (£25k-27k)
• Senior Practitioner (£23k+)
Salaries dependent on your experience, performance in interview and additional responsibilities
taken up.

Do you feel that you could make an impact?
We are looking forwards to September, but may have earlier opportunities to bring you in to the
team, maybe even helping with launching the nursery.
Please send a cover note and your CV to our email addresses below for any applications.
We both look forward to meeting you and discussing the opportunities.

Muna - Nursery Manager
muna@nestroyalwharf.com - 0203 990 4127

Andy - Director (EYTS)
andy@nestroyalwharf.com - 0203 965 9995
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